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When students leave our schools,  

we would like them to be… 
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One of the most critical problems our  

schools face is not resistance to innovation, 

but the fragmentation, overload and 
incoherence resulting from the uncritical 

and unco-ordinated acceptance of 
too many different innovations.

Fullan & Stiegelbauer
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Disaster: to lose your stars
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Most important priority
as a parent

Least important priority 
as a parent



Most important priority
as a teacher

Least important priority 
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1. Where am I going?

2. Where am I now?

3. What are my next steps?

Key questions for 

staying on track



Data leads to Action Planning

The key to improving education is knowing 

the impact that we are having on students 

learning; the magnitude of that impact, and 
the implications that understanding has for 

decisions about what we do next.

John Hattie



Baseline Visit 1. Leaders Meeting -
30 minutes

2. Learning Walk  (15 

minutes per   

classroom, around  4-5 

classrooms)- 75-90 

minutes

3. Focus Groups (Staff 

& students) - 30 

minutes each



Not - observing teaching



Observing Learning

What is the impact of teaching on learning?



Coaches/Champions



Coaching forms a bridge between 
leadership and action learning (the staff), 

by focussing on what works with students, 

and sharing good practice.





What Next?

Prepare a staff meeting to share the vision and 

aims of the project

Share with staff the intent/process of the 

baseline visit

We will meet to review the baseline in December



“Every student deserves a great teacher. 

Not by chance but by design.”


